Abstract-Studies have demonstrated that Apache Spark, Flink and related frameworks can perform stream processing at very high frequencies, whilst tending to focus on small messages with a computationally light 'map' stage for each message; a common enterprise use case. We add to these benchmarks by broadening the domain to include loads with larger messages (leading to network-bound throughput), and that are computationally intensive (leading to CPU-bound throughput) in the map phase; in order to evaluate applicability of these frameworks to scientific computing applications. We present a performance benchmark comparison between Apache Spark Streaming (ASS) under both file and TCP streaming modes; and HarmonicIO, comparing maximum throughput over a broad domain of message sizes and CPU loads. We find that relative performance varies considerably across this domain, with the chosen means of stream source integration having a big impact. We offer recommendations for choosing and configuring the frameworks, and present a benchmarking toolset developed for this study.
I. INTRODUCTION
A number of stream processing frameworks have gained wide adoption over the last decade or so (Apache Flink (Carbone et al., 2015) , Apache Spark Streaming (Zaharia et al., 2016) , Flume (Apache Flume, 2016) ); to meet a demand for high-volume, high-reliability processing workloads (with associated growth in big data analytics, and growing commercial use of machine learning in these domains). The development of specific frameworks has been motivated by a variety of use-cases, including the analysis of data from cloud, web and mobile applications; Apache Flume for example specifically is similarly designed for the analysis of server application log data. Apache Spark improves upon the Apache Hadoop framework (Apa, 2011) for distributed computing, and was later extended with streaming support (Apache Spark Streaming) -whilst Apache Flink was later developed primarily for stream processing (in Flink, batching is handled as a special case of streaming, whilst in Spark the opposite is true).
These frameworks boast high performance, scalability, data security, processing guarantees, windowing, and fluent APIs with efficient, parallelized computations of processing operations, making them attractive for scientific computing applications.
Previous studies have shown that such frameworks are capable of processing message streams of very high frequency (the order of 1 million or more messages per second), but focus on use cases with textual rather than binary content, and of size less than 1MB. Additionally, the computational cost of processing an individual message may be relatively small (e.g. parsing JSON, and applying some business logic) -the focus is often more on stream operations, like sorting and joining etc.
Our motivating use case is the development of a cloud pipeline for the processing of streams of microscopy images, for biomedical research applications. Existing systems for working with such datasets have largely focused on offline processing: our online processing, (processing the 'live' stream), is relatively novel for the image microscopy domain.
Electron microscopes generate high-frequency streams of large, high-resolution image files (message sizes 2-10Mb), and feature extraction is computationally intensive. This is typical of many scientific computing use cases: where files have binary content, analysis of each unit might be independent (i.e. map only) -well-suited to parallel processing at large scale. Limiting ourselves to streaming (rather than batch) processing, we might consider file sizes not exceeding 10MB or so.
In this paper, we investigate how well enterprise-grade stream processing frameworks perform for application loads more characteristic of scientific computing, for example, microscopy image stream processing. In particular, we investigate how well typical configurations of these frameworks perform when processing streams of messages with sizes on the order of megabytes, and/or with heavy per-message CPU processing costs -contrasting with the focus in previous benchmarking studies on small messages and cheap map functions.
To investigate this question, we undertook performance benchmarking of Apache Spark Streaming (ASS), in various configurations, varying the message size and the computational cost of processing each message -simulating a wide spectrum of use cases, expanding on previous studies.
For comparison, we measured the performance of HarmonicIO (Torruangwatthana et al., 2018 ) -a research prototype with a which has a primarily P2P-based architecture, under the same conditions. Our results show that the relative performance of the frameworks varies according to the characteristics of the simulated application -particular configurations of ASS perform very well, but only within specific parameter (CPU load, message size) domains. HarmonicIO performance is more robust over a wider section of the parameter space, but unable to match the high frequencies of ASS for small messages with small processing cost. We relate these perfor-mance characteristics to the architecture and implementation in each case.
We conclude that robust performance over wide domain of potential applications is an a attractive performance characteristic of HarmonicIO, and whilst lacking many features of Apache Spark, it offers robust performance across a wide range of loads characteristic of scientific computing applications (including microscopy image analysis). Its lack of functionality for replication and fault tolerance presents a barrier to adoption in production pipelines, at least for analysis of data from physical experiments.
Our main contributions are:
• A performance comparison of an industry standard framework (Apache Spark) for stream processing to a streaming framework tailored for scientific use cases (HarmonicIO).
• An analysis of these results, and comparison with theoretical bounds -relating the findings to the architectures of the framework configurations. Our findings show, albeit for our setup, that the relative performance of the configurations vary considerably according to the application loads -quantifying where these transitions occur.
• A benchmarking toolset for Apache Spark, able to determine maximum throughput for file and TCP streaming, with tunable message size and CPU load per messageto explore this domain as a continuum.
• Recommendations for choices of frameworks and their integration with data sources, whilst highlighting some limitations of both frameworks especially for scientific computing use cases, and the microscopy image use case in particular, and discussion of challenges and techniques for benchmarking.
II. BACKGROUND: STREAM PROCESSING OF IMAGES IN THE HASTE PROJECT
Our main motivation for considering streaming applications where messages are relatively large binary objects (BLOBs) and where each processing task can be quite CPU intensive comes from our work on new smart cloud systems for prioritizing and organizing data from high-throughput (Wollman and Stuurman, 2007) , and high-content imaging (HCI) experiments in which highly automated experimental setups are used to screen molecular libraries and assess the effects of compounds on cells using microscopy imaging. In the HASTE project 1 -a collaboration between Uppsala University, Stockholm University, Vironova AB and AstraZeneca, we are investigating methodology for near real-time filtering and control of image streams from such HCI platforms. Our goal of online analysis of the microscopy image stream allows both the quality of the images to analyzed (highlighting any issues with the equipment, sample preparation, etc.) as well as detection of characteristics (and changes) in the sample itself during the experiment.
1 http://haste.reserach.it.uu.se A recent masters thesis characterized potential streaming rates for a production HCI platform at one of the industry collaborators in the HASTE project, and found that current setups would be able to produce 38 frames/second with image sizes on the order of 10Mb (Lugnegård, 2018) . Clearly, such image streams have different characteristics than many enterprise stream analytics applications. In particular:
• Messages are binary (not textual, JSON, XML, etc.)
• Messages are larger (order MBs, not bytes or KBs)
• The initial map phase can be computationally expensive, and perhaps dominate execution time.
Our goal is to create a general pipeline able to process streams with these characteristics (and image streams in particular) with an emphasis on spatial-temporal analysis. Furthermore, we hope to offer SCaaS -Scientific Computing as a Service with HASTE; to allow domain scientists to work with large datasets in an economically efficient way without needing to manage infrastructure and software themselves. The enterprise ASS framework has many of the features needed to build such a SCaaS, in particular a rich set of APIs suitable for scientific applications, and demonstrated excellent performance for small messages with computationally light map tasks. However, it is not clear how well this performance translates to the regimes of interest to the HASTE project. This paper explores the performance of ASS for a wide range of application characteristics, and to compare and contrast it to to our research prototype streaming framework HarmonicIO developed within the HASTE project.
III. EXISTING BENCHMARKING STUDIES
Several studies have investigated the performance of Spark, Flink and related platforms. However, these studies has tended to focus on small messages with textual content, with a focus on sorting, joining and other stream operations. Under an experimental setup modeling a typical enterprise stream processing pipeline (Chintapalli et al., 2016) , Flink and Storm were found to have considerably lower latencies than Spark (owing to its micro-batching implementation), whilst Sparks throughput was significantly larger. The input was small JSON documents for which the initial processing -i.e. parsing, is a cheap operation, and integrated the stream processing frameworks under test with Kafka (Kreps et al., 2011) and Redis (Salvatore Sanfilippo, 2009 ) -this is advantageous in that it models a realistic enterprise system, but with each component having its own performance characteristics, it makes it difficult to get a sense of maximum performance of the streaming frameworks in isolation.
With an extension to the this benchmark (Grier, 2016) , Spark was shown to outperform Flink in terms of throughput by a factor of 5, achieving frequencies of more than 60MHz. Again, as with previous studies, Kafka integration is used, and the focus is on small messages. Other studies follow a similar vein: (Qian et al., 2016) used small messages (60 bytes, 200 bytes), and lightweight pre-processing (i.e. 'map') operations: e.g. grepping and tokenizing strings, with an emphasis on common stream operations such as sorting and joining, (or reducing with add operations to get word counts).
Indeed, sorting is seen as something of a canonical benchmark for distributed stream processing. For example, Spark previously won the GraySort contest (Xin, 2014) , where the frameworks ability to shuffle 2 data between worker nodes is exercised. Marcu et. al. (2016) offer a comparison of Flink and Spark on familiar BigData benchmarks (grepping, wordcount, and graph algorithms like PageRank (Page et al., 1999) ), and give a good overview of performance optimizations in both frameworks. As with other studies, they benchmark for different algorithms, offering detailed recommendations for each.
To the authors knowledge there is no existing work benchmarking stream processing with Apache Spark, or related frameworks, with messages larger than a few KB, and with map functions which are more computationally demanding than tokenization, JSON parsing, etc.
Conversely, HarmonicIO, which is a research prototype streaming framework with a peer-to-peer architecture, developed as part of the HASTE project specifically with scientific computing applications in mind, has been benchmarked exclusively for large messages (1-10MB) (Torruangwatthana et al., 2018) .
Our approach in this paper differs from all these previous studies in that we look at performance characteristics as a continuum over the message size and map-function-cost parameter space. This allows us to reason about how variations in message size and processing load can be expected to affect performance.
IV. STREAM PROCESSING FRAMEWORKS
This section introduces the two frameworks selected for study in this paper, Apache Spark and HarmonicIO. Apache Spark competes with other frameworks such as Flink, Flume, Heron in offering high performance at scale, with features relating to data integrity (such as tunable replication), processing guarantees, fault tolerance, checkpointing, and so onwhereas HarmonicIO is a research prototype -much simpler in implementation, and is built around direct use of TCP sockets for high-throughput P2P communication.
A. Apache Spark
Apache Spark stands out as an attractive framework for scientific computing and data science due to its many highlevel APIs, such as built-in support for scalable machine learning with MLLib.
Apache Spark was originally developed for batch operations, with a focus on in-memory caching of intermediate results to improve on the performance of Hadoop, where data is typically written to a distributed file system and read at each stage. Spark facilitates a more interactive user experience, allowing more ad-hoc analysis, something which was difficult with Hadoop. This smart caching behavior is combined with functionality to track the lineage of the calculations, to support deterministic re-calculation in the event of errors and node failure, together with a host of other features, built around the Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) (Zaharia et al., 2012) . Spark can scale successfully to 1000s of nodes (Xin, 2014) .
Spark Streaming was a later addition, leveraging the batch functionality for a streaming context by creating a new batch every few seconds (the batch interval). As with batch operations, data is further subdivided into partitions for distribution and scheduling. A 'continuous processing' feature removed the need for micro-batching, avoiding the associated latency 3 . The Streaming API augment map/reduce operators (familiar from a batch processing context) with new functionality specifically for streams, such as windowing.
Stream processing pipelines are built from these operators, and the frameworks themselves manage the processing parallelization and data transfer -with various guarantees in relation to fault handling. These features, and the maturity of the frameworks themselves, together with the extent of their support community is attractive for our microscopy use case, and indeed scientific computing applications more widely.
From a more pragmatic viewpoint, Spark's distributed micro-batch processing architecture is easy to explain to a wide audience -its ease of use by a range of scientists who may have limited technical expertise in stream processing, and indeed cloud computing more generally. Good support for Python is another key advantage of the framework, as Python is widely used by scientists, especially in the scientific computing and related disciplines.
B. HarmonicIO
HarmonicIO (Torruangwatthana et al., 2018 ) is a peerto-peer distributed processing framework, intended for high throughput in the case of medium and large message sizes. It is designed to be highly elastic, and it separates the user's application from the framework through the use of docker containers. HarmonicIO's smart architecture will favor P2P message transfer, but fall back to using a queue buffer when necessary to absorb fluctuations in input or processing rate. HarmonicIO is a low-level stream processing framework intended for scientific use cases where the messages can be processed individually; it currently has no support for calculations involving more than one message. Being a research prototype, it understandably lacks many features of more mature frameworks such as resilience, error handling, guaranteed delivery etc. Yet the simplicity of the implementation makes it readily extensible, especially in a research context.
V. THEORETICAL BOUNDS ON PERFORMANCE
To illustrate the focus of previous benchmarking studies, and motivate our methodology -we can consider use cases within a broad domain according to message size and CPU cost of the map function. We can consider the theoretical performance of a 'ideal' stream processing framework which exhibits performance equal to the tightest bound, either network or CPU, with zero overhead; across this domain. The approach taken in this article is to investigate how close the frameworks under study perform across this parameter space. A -Small message size, large processing cost -CPU Bound: For sufficiently large processing cost in relation to message size, performance will be CPU bound. Relative performance of the frameworks in this region will be determined by their ability to utilize CPU, and minimizing processing overheads. This regime would be typical of scientific computing applications involving e.g. a simulation step as part of the map stage.
B -Large message size, small processing cost -Network Bound: For sufficiently large message size, performance will be network bound. In this region, relative performance between frameworks will be determined by the network topology. P2P network topologies should perform well, whereas routing messages among the worker nodes will create additional network traffic which could impair performance. This regime would be typical for scientific computing applications involving relatively simple filtering operations on binary large objects (BLOBs), such as filtering of massive genomics datasets (Ausmees et al., 2017) .
C -Small messages, small processing cost: In this regime processing frequency, should be high and latency low. This region will expose any limitations on the absolute maximum message frequency for the particular framework configuration and thus may be 'framework bound'. Well-performing frameworks may be able to approach the network bounds; with very high frequencies. This regime would be typical for the type of enterprise applications studied in previous benchmarks such as analysis of social media streams.
VI. METHODOLOGY We designed our study to evaluate performance with a simulator benchmarking application and streaming source, with tunable message size (in bytes), and tunable CPU cost for processing each message. These two parameters allowed us to sample the performance of the studied streaming frameworks form a parameter space with settings ranging from highly CPU-intensive workloads to highly data-movement intensive use-cases.
We vary the message size (100 bytes -10Mb), and CPU cost (0 -1 second per message). The microscopy use case is a particular focus: message (image) sizes 1-10Mb, with a CPU cost profiled at around 100mS for very simple analysis (consistent with the previous study (Torruangwatthana et al., 2018) ) -CPU cost would depend on the specific features being extracted, and could be significantly higher.
We measure maximum sustained frequency (i.e throughput) at each point (message size, CPU), for each of the three framework configurations explained below.
1) Apache Spark Streaming Configurations: There are many ways to create integrate input streams in Apache Spark Streaming -we discuss some of the typical approaches most likely to be used by new users of Spark, and evaluate them for inclusion in our study. We focused on low-level integrations (offering minimal abstraction on top of the operating system) -this simplicity should make it easier to analyze performance characteristics. Furthermore, using low-level abstractions make it easier for scientists to integrate existing or legacy applications for use with the framework, without the need for additional software development 4 . Secondly, we avoided middleware requiring dedicated compute resources, so that we could compare fairly on a hardware-utility basis with more low-level approaches, and to avoid additional configuration and deployment complexity. Fewer layers means the pipeline is perhaps better able to "keep the data moving" -one of the "eight rules for real-time stream processing" (Stonebraker et al., 2005) . We chose these input sources:
Spark + TCP Socket: TCP sockets are a simple, universal mechanism, easy to integrate into existing applications, with minimal configuration. Being a low-level abstraction, it gives us more transparency when investigating how well ASS can utilize the network hardware.
Spark + File Streaming (without HDFS): file-based streaming offers an ostensibly straightforward approach to integration. Rather than using HDFS (for reasons described below), we use the file system as the integration boundary (to achieve this in a networked context, we use NFS shares). Again, a simple approach, easy for new users to configure, requiring minimal knowledge of Spark internals. NFS is intended to be used for file transfer over or a local network, for the file sizes we're working with. NFS should allow direct transfer of file data between source and processing nodes (with good performance -mirroring HarmonicIO's architecture in that regard).
Conversely, some typical integration approaches we decided not to include in this study:
File Streaming (with HDFS): HDFS is a distributed file system, its core functionality is to manage partitioning and replication of very large files across storage nodes, for read performance and durability -constituting a distributed file system. However, HDFS is append-only, and intended for very large files (many GBs, TBs). It is not intended for handling small files, and reading and writing files to disk (with replication) requires additional hardware, creates complexity, and would confound our interpretation of Sparks performance characteristics.
Spark + Kafka: Kafka (Kreps et al., 2011 ) is a distributed transaction log (or distributed ledger) and is frequently used in conjunction with frameworks such as Spark, to act as a queue or buffer for incoming messages -an advantage of such an architecture is that revised versions of Spark applications can be redeployed without data loss. Kafka is a complex framework in its own right, requiring deployment and configuration of services such as ZooKeeper (Junqueira and Reed, 2013) . Importantly, Kafka is intended for small message sizes 5 -it is a distributed message log, not a distributed file system, and will undoubtedly have its own performance characteristics which would confuse our analysis of Spark.
A. HarmonicIO
We choose HarmonicIO because it has a simple and intrinsically P2P architecture, different from Spark, and we expect it to perform well for our use case. Its containerbased architecture provides a convenient way for scientists to encapsulate complex (and often fragile) with a variety of dependent libraries, models and datasets. Docker containers are a useful 'unit' of scientific computing code -likely to be relevant as we look forward to creating the HASTE SCaaS platform.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & TOOLS
To explore the (message size, CPU cost per message) space we developed benchmarking applications to run on Spark and HarmonicIO, able to process synthetic messages, and generate synthetic CPU load. These tools are publicly available at: https://github.com/HASTE-project. Figure 2 shows the various pipeline configurations showing of HarmonicIO, and ASS with file and TCP streaming respectively. The arrows show the busy network communication.
For each setup, 6 stream Processing VMs were used, each with 8 VCPUs and 16GB RAM (1 master, 5 workers). For the streaming source VM we used a 1 VCPU, 2GB RAM instance. These resources are similar to the experimental setup of (Xin, 2014) , where 40 cores were used. We used a tenant-based private network to be consistent with throughput. The maximum network bandwidth monitored using iperf was 1.4Gb/sec. Below, we describe the details of the experimental setup for each framework, and the approach used for determining the maximum frequency throughput: 5 In its default configuration, it will reject any messages larger than 1MB.
A. Apache Spark
We created a streaming source application, supporting TCP and file-based streaming modes in ASS. The synthetic messages contain metadata describing the CPU load, so that both parameters (CPU load and message size) can be tuned via the streaming source application. To determine the maximum throughput, we adopt the approach of gradually increasing the message frequency (for a fixed (message size, CPU cost) pair) until a bottleneck is detected somewhere in the pipeline, then iterating to accurately find the maximum. A monitoring and throttling tool was developed for this purpose. Listing 3 shows a simplified view of the algorithm used to determine the maximum. It also monitors and controls our streaming source application and the spark application, through a combination of REST APIs and log file analysis. This benchmarking process takes many hours: the tool is able to resume from a previous state if restarted.
This process is repeated for (message size, CPU cost) in a parameter sweep. We used a micro-batch interval of 150mS. Experimenting with other values had little impact on throughput. For the Spark File Streaming investigation, files are shared on the streaming server with NFS, and the share is mounted on all the processing machines.
Maximum throughput is reached when a bottleneck occurs somewhere in the system. The throttling tool is able to detect various bottlenecks:
• Spark is taking too long to process messages (i.e. 'Total Delay' exceeds the batch interval -the key spark performance metric for stream processing). This can be due to a combination of network and/or CPU bound performance.
• For file streaming, Spark is taking too long to perform a directory listing to decide which files to include in the next batch (this depends on the performance of NFS, the HDFS drivers, caches, and the way the file system is queried) • There is a network bottleneck at the stream source, the source application reporting it cannot stream messages sufficiently.
B. HarmonicIO
For HarmonicIO, the maximum throughput is easier to determine, since the HarmonicIO streaming client is synchronous for message transfer (multiple client threads are used to obviate negative performance impact). In HarmonicIO, the maximum throughput is determined by measuring the time to stream and process a predefined number of messages for the given parameters.
We created a separate benchmarking application for HarmonicIO, which reads messages in our format. As with Spark, metadata describing the amount of CPU load is embedded in each message. Each worker hosted 8 Processing Engines that in total contributed 40 processing slots (one for each core). 
VIII. PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKING RESULTS
In this section, we compare the relative performance of the frameworks with one another, and with theoretical bounds on network and CPU usage (and how well each framework is able to utilize resources in those cases), and discover trends and other characteristics across the breadth of the parameter space -these results are discussed later, in Section IX.
A. Apache Spark Streaming with TCP
This configuration achieves very high frequency when message CPU cost is small, consistent with previous studies. For 100 byte messages without CPU load; the pipeline was able to process messages at frequencies approaching 320KHz, meaning around 1.6M messages were processed by Spark in a 5 second batch. Figure 4 shows that configuration dominated performance for these application loads.
But we found that performance degraded rapidly for larger message sizes, and in our testing, it couldn't reliably handle messages larger than 10 5 bytes -hence we exclude this domain from the results.
B. Apache Spark Streaming with File Streaming
For large messages, and heavy CPU loads, this configuration is able to approach closely to the network and CPU bounds (when the associated message frequency is low) -able to utilize the hardware effectively.
But, the message frequency is bounded at around 40Hz (due to file listing performance), so for our 48 core cluster, if the CPU cost per message is lower than 0.5seconds/message, this becomes the bottleneck. Figure 4 shows this as a green 'halo' towards the top and right hand side.
C. HarmonicIO
HarmonicIO achieved robust performance in most areas of the parameter space: For large messages, it meets the network bound, and is able to hit the CPU bound when the cost is 20mS/message or higher. Otherwise, at lower CPU costs and message sizes, the maximum throughput seem to be bounded at around 700Hz. Figure 4 shows this versatility, with HarmonicIO able to perform as well or better as the other configurations everywhere except the bottom left corner, representing high-frequency enterprise use cases.
IX. DISCUSSION

A. Performance & Architecture
HarmonicIO's peer-to-peer network architecture (see Figure 2) explains its ability to make good use of the network infrastructure, it has excellent performance in the network bound case, and its simplicity explains how this generalizes well over the rest of the domain. The same is true of Spark with the file streaming configuration, although the file system integration proves much more of a bottleneck in practice.
However, the downside of this P2P transfer, is that additional communication is required for processing each message: In the case of HarmonicIO, the master must be queried for an available processing slot, whilst similarly for Spark with file streaming, the NFS client needs to query file timestamps to decide which files to process -these overheads scale according def find_max_f(msize, cpu_cost): max_known_ok_f <-0 min_known_not_ok_f <-null f <-f_last_run or default(msize, cpu_cost) while true: metrics = [spark_metrics(), ssrc_metrics()] switch heuristics(metrics): case sustained_load_ok: f <-throttle_up(metrics, f) case too_much_load:
f <-throttle_down(f) case wait_and_see: pass sleep def throttle_up(metrics, f): max_known_ok_f <-f if min_known_not_ok_f == null: load = estimate_fraction_max_load(metrics) if load < 0.01: new_f <-f * 10 elif load < 0.1: new_f <-f * 5 elif load < 0.5: new_f <-int(f * 1.10) elif load < * 0.8: new_f <-int(f * 1.05) else: new_f <-int(f * 1.05) if f == new_f: new_f <-f + 1 return new_f else:
return find_midpoint_or_done()
return int(mean(max_known_ok_f, min_known_not_ok_f) to message frequency. So, whilst these configurations yield good performance in network and CPU-bound cases, performance is constrained by bottlenecks associated with network communication overheads at the master nodes. The Spark configuration using a single TCP socket for message ingress has a complimentary performance -streaming all messages through a single worker (again, see Figure 2 ) means there is very little per-message overhead -consequently, this configuration is able to attain very high frequencies.
Again, this architecture has various drawbacks: the messages must be forwarded to other workers for processing and replication: all the data must travel in both directions, with the consequence that overall throughput cannot exceed more than half the theoretical network bound. We see this in Figure 5 -the 0sec/message case (top left) shows message frequency, which, although high, doesn't approach the network bound as closely the other configurations can at lower frequencies.
The performance impact is not limited to communication. With heavy CPU loads, we see reduced performance of Spark with TCP relative to the other configurations -effectively fewer cores being utilized for processing. We speculate that this is due to processing overheads associated with the message forwarding. Figure 5 shows a performance impact of Fig. 4 . Relative performance of HarmonicIO and Spark (TCP, File Streaming) over the parameter space. The color levels for each framework shows the respective maximum processing frequency. The color levels are computed as follows: each square is treated separately; the best performing framework is shown with full color saturation, the color saturation for the other frameworks show their maximum frequency as a proportion of the best frequency (for that square). Equivalently, frequencies are normalized for each square so that the frequency of the best performing framework has full color saturation. Note that HarmonicIO matches both Spark configurations over much of the parameter space.
consistent proportion (relative to the CPU theoretic bound), in all CPU-bound cases.
Overall, Spark with TCP performs well for small messages and a low-cost map function -the typical analytics use case, whilst Spark with file streaming utilizes hardware more effectively, when network and CPU load put a low bound on overall frequency. However, as Figure 4 shows, there is an intermediate sub-domain of cases where neither Spark configuration performs particularly well. Our microscopy use case with messages of size 1-10Mb, and high processing costs falls in this domain.
Further work is needed to establish whether queuing middleware such as Kafka can combine durability (which entails replication), whilst maintaining performance near, or in proportion to network-bound theoretical levels, in the domain of messages of 1-100Mb (not their intended use case).
B. Features, Challenges & Recommendations
This section discusses the experiences of each framework, implementation issues, and challenges of measuring performance.
HarmonicIO's dynamic P2P architecture switching between P2P and queuing mode is a simple approach to making effective use of network bandwidth (at message frequencies below 700Hz): if all workers are busy, messages are sent to the queue, keeping the link to the streaming source fully utilized. Whilst it offers container isolation, and a simple and extensible code base, it lacks functionality for replication and fault handling with no delivery guarantees, and current versions has no support for reduce operations. Apache Spark's features are well-documented in the literature, and include rich Map/Reduce APIs, tunable resilience, reproducibility, fault tolerance, and delivery guarantees. But this array of features creates its own complexity, especially regarding configuration. In academic research environments, where scientists are developing their own software, the associated learning curve could be an issue. A limitation of Spark, also relevant to scientific computing, is that the Python API is a restricted subset of the underlying Java/Scala API. As discussed, there appears to be an issue affecting the TCP socket streaming mechanism in Spark, limiting the maximum message size in this configuration. 6 Finally, File Streaming with Spark presented its own difficulties: the implementation of the FileInputDStream is not intended to handle the deletion of files during streaming, requiring esoteric workarounds 7 . Secondly, the querying of the file system (using the HDFS raw mode drivers) makes it a bottleneck at high frequencies, especially over NFS, in our configuration. There are a variety of other issues related to (distributed) file system integration (e.g. HDFS, object stores) and Spark, vaguely discussed as the 'small file(s) problem ' (Pointer, 2015) .
X. CONCLUSIONS
We've confirmed Spark's excellent performance, consistent with earlier studies, albeit for use cases with small message size, and a low-cost map function. But, we also find that this performance does not generalize well across the wider domain of use cases we studied. In particular, it was difficult for Spark to achieve good performance in the 1MB to 10MB message size range (typical of microscopy image analysis, for example), using the integration approaches we studied. No doubt other integration approaches would perform well, but such lowlevel integrations are attractive for SC use cases, because they minimize engineering costs, as they don't require substantial modifications to existing applications.
Conversely, HarmonicIO proved more robust in this regard, performing well in this domain, with good hardware utilization at low frequencies -whilst not matching Spark for maximum frequency for the small message/cheap map function use case.
This paper has quantified the use cases where each framework configuration can perform at or near theoretical bounds, and where each configuration may perform poorly. Our findings should be applicable to other stream processing use cases with large messages and non-trivial map operations, including other IoT applications where the size of each message is large -anything involving sensor arrays (for example infrared, acoustic, RF -and of course, cameras). Both HarmonicIO and Spark allow rapid development of stream processing pipelines for such applications.
Regarding features, as discussed, Spark with enterprisegrade resilience and durability, and a host of stream processing operators -whilst HarmonicIO lacks all but basic support in these areas. Naturally, the disparity in features and performance characteristics is reflected in the respective implementations, and architectures (i.e. network topology).
Indeed, replicating data to secure against loss in the case of node failure requires copying it between nodes, limiting maximum flow in cluster computing contexts which are potentially network bound. Features like these also require additional processing, similarly impacting performance in CPU-bound cases. HarmonicIO, lacking these safeguards and features, is much simpler, and can consequently approach closer to the theoretical performance bounds, across much of the use case domain. Hence, robust performance is traded off against the non-functional features provided by each framework. The lack of fault tolerance and associated safeguards in HarmonicIO restrict the suitability of the frameworks to particular contexts -and affect the complexity of configuration. There is a similar trade-off with the APIs and more functional requirements for each framework: Spark with rich array of stream operators, whilst HarmonicIO providing a low-level API, thinly wrapping a TCP socket -making migration of existing applications much easier.
Its worth remembering that performance only needs to be good enough for the intended application -even without any optimization, Sparks file streaming seemingly poor 60Hz maximum file ingress rate (under our configuration) will be adequate for many use cases (and when files represented data aggregated over minutes or hours, it is no issue at all). HarmonicIO's maximum throughput of around 700Hz would be adequate for many microscopy use cases, for example.
Viewed from a scientific computing point of view, we can bring some clarity by grouping these performance and non-functional, and functional requirements into broad use cases: streaming sources outside the cloud -or at the cloud edge -(i.e. from physical experiments) should be treated as 'unreliable' 8 that is, we can't necessarily replay any lost data (we could loose connection, nodes at the edge could fail, or we use low-level integrations like TCP which don't support it.-so the streaming framework must take responsibility for replication to secure against loss. Where data originates inside the local cloud or cluster, it is likely the product of simulation, or virtual experiments, which (in theory) are deterministic and hence reproducible 9 , in such cases replication matters a lot less -data can be regenerated in the case of failures.
Again, to generalize, the required data processing rates are different in the use cases -data from outside the cloud will necessarily arrive over the Internet, with consequential bounds on its rate -whereas in cluster computing contexts especially, the data rates can be several order of magnitudes higher, especially when we consider P2P data transfer architectures -the overall throughput of the pipeline may greatly exceed the maximum for a single network link inside the cloud. Spark and HarmonicIO are good fits for these edge and cluster use cases respectively.
The third case, where too much data needing analysis being generated to stream over the Internet, necessitates a fog computing approach (Bonomi et al., 2012 ) -as before, massive amounts of data being generated, or collected -motivating the adoption of P2P architectures. But in this case, data from experimental work needs to be secured against loss -meaning it must be replicated. In these cases, the challenge is to create streaming pipelines able to replicate data sufficiently between nodes, whilst also adopting a P2P network topology to process data from multiple sources.
In summary, resilience has a cost, and is a major concern to the architecture of scientific computing applications.
XI. FUTURE WORK There are some 'quick wins' for both frameworks to make them more suitable for scientific computing. HarmonicIO would benefit from more of Spark's resilience, and fault tolerance, for example, some basic functionality to make the cluster more highly-available, and improve performance for small messages through simple batching strategies. This should be possible without compromising HarmonicIO's key strengths: robust performance, minimal configuration, and overall simplicity.
Ideally the performance of the integrations could be made a little more robust across a wider range of message sizes, for those that we investigated: TCP integration could support larger messages, and some optimizations could be made to improve file streaming performance at high ingress frequencies. Whilst it might be possible to widen the margins of good performance for these integration strategies there is clearly no one-size-fits-all approach for either framework.
Our goal is to develop HASTE into a SCaaS platform suitable for both edge-and cluster-(and indeed fog-) based scientific computing deployments. The challenge is to combine the best features of Spark (and related frameworks) into a single platform, or indeed investigate whether this is feasible.
Under such a system, the user would express the trade offs between say, performance, durability and economic cost that they desire. Our key challenge is to engineer a cloud system which is able to adapt to these requirements in in a smart and dynamic way, going beyond, say, the merely tuning of replication policies, so that instead the architecture itself is radically different depending on use case and the desired trade offs. For example, we could approach the problem 'from above' and build meta-frameworks, and stream processing middleware, routing messages to different frameworks, or 'from below' -selecting integration with different underlying systems (and reconfiguring them) depending on the characteristics of the application load and the desired trade offs for the non-functional requirements.
We feel this represents an open problem in cloud computing, and a key focus for our future research.
